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Introduction
The late 20th century marks the beginning of a critical transition in science
communication practices away from communicating scientific information by scientists to nonexperts in a one-way, top-down approach towards an approach focused on creating dialogue
between scientists and non-experts. Even as non-experts are being encouraged to engage in
dialogues and debates about scientific and technological advances, these advances are
increasingly occurring at unfamiliar magnitudes (sizes), such as nanometers and light years.
Since objects and processes at these extreme magnitudes are too large or small to be visible to
the naked eye, accurately understanding their magnitudes poses a significant cognitive challenge.
In this thesis, I examine how graphics employing concrete visualizations are used to
visually communicate the scale of new developments in science and technology. Concrete
visualizations make extreme magnitudes accessible by representing objects and phenomena at
those magnitudes in terms of familiar objects. While science communicators have used concrete
visualizations in the past, Adam Nieman, Creative Director of Carbon Visuals Ltd, formally
identified this technique in 2012. In 2013, Chevalier, Vuillermot, and Gali analyzed 300
representations of concrete visualizations and developed practical guidelines to help science
communicators incorporate concrete visualizations into their work. Chevalier, Vuillermot, and
Gali noted that strategies for concrete visualization echoed cognitive mechanisms for
understanding scale identified in scale cognition studies.
In particular, I critically examine the graphical elements of concrete visualizations in The
New York Times and the National Geographic Magazine to determine how these elements may
alienate or appeal to different audiences. Both publications appear to successfully employ objects
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that are familiar to a diverse, non-expert audience in concrete visualizations representing
unfamiliar objects at human-scale magnitudes. But, the publications rarely employ familiar
objects for understanding objects at extreme magnitudes, demonstrating the current challenges of
effectively communicating extreme magnitudes to a wide, non-expert audience using concrete
visualizations. Developing concrete visualizations that effectively communicate the scale of
scientific and technological phenomena to non-experts is critical for successfully employing
concrete visualizations in public engagement efforts.

Approaches to Science Communication
From the mid-19th century to the mid-20th century, science communication practices
strived to convince the public of the benefits of scientific and technological progress. In the 20th
century, scientific institutions and governments determined that public skepticism about science
was due to the public’s scientific knowledge deficit. In the second half of the 20th century,
British sociologist Brian Wynne suggested that public skepticism was not due to a knowledge
deficit, but due to the interactions between scientific institutions and non-experts. Wynne’s focus
on contextualizing public skepticism of science within the interactions between individuals,
institutions, and types of knowledge resonates with the Actor-Network Theory (ANT), a social
theory introduced in the 1980s by several scholars, including Michele Callon, Bruno Latour, and
John Law.
Today’s science communication practices strive to engage the public in dialogues about
science and technology. As part of these efforts, science communicators recognize that the public
consists of many diverse publics and communication must be tailored to the knowledge and
experiences of different publics. But, these public engagement practices still appear to be rooted
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in the deficit model-based goal of building public trust in science. For example, current public
discussions center on the implications of existing science and technology, instead of involving
the public in decisions about which areas of science and technology research should be pursued.
To actively engage in discussions about present and future scientific and technological
phenomena, non-experts must understand the extreme scales at which these phenomena may
occur. To address this challenge, non-experts may rely on visual representations of scale,
including concrete visualizations.

The Deficit Model of Science Communication
Beginning with the science popularization efforts of the 19th century, science
communication practices centered on promoting the benefits of science. In the second half of the
19th century, scientists lectured and published in popular publications, proselytizing a “scientific
way of life.”1 In the 20th century, scientific institutions and governments assumed that “that no
rational and properly informed person could possibly disagree with the desirability of whatever
science endorsed…”2 By this logic, public skepticism and mistrust of science appeared to stem
from the public’s ignorance about science.3 Therefore, science communication became a
“process of transmission”4 in which those with the knowledge, i.e. the scientists and their
institutions, transmitted information to those lacking the knowledge, i.e. the lay public, in hopes
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of remedying the “cognitive deficit”5 underlying the public’s mistrust of science.6 This approach
is commonly referred to as the “deficit model.”
Institutional concerns about the public’s ignorance of science are evident in the United
States’ emphasis on science literacy as part of national science education initiatives launched in
the second half of the 20th century. Science literacy “is conceptualized as the level of
understanding of science and technology needed to function as citizens in a modern industrial
society.”7 Concerns about national science literacy stem from post-WWII national security
concerns and the accelerated pace of scientific development in the 1950s. These factors led to
renewed interest in establishing “a highly educated citizenry that understood the scientific
enterprise.”8 Science literacy remains a goal of national science education initiatives to this day,
even though scientific knowledge is not the sole influence on non-experts’ science-related
decisions. According to science communication scholars Matthew Nisbet and Dietram Scheufele,
“no matter how accurately communicated and understood the science, policy decisions cannot be
separated from values, political context, and necessary trade-offs between costs, benefits, and
risks.”9
The first critiques of the deficit model emerged in the midst of growing public skepticism
of science. Concerns about the health of the environment and the benefits of scientific and
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technological progress, such as nuclear power,10 for society fueled an increase in public criticism
of science in the United States and in Europe in the second half of the 20th century.11 Sociologist
Brian Wynne traces this perception of public skepticism to the “broad anxiety among scientists
and policy makers about what they see as the public’s inability or unwillingness to understand
‘correct’ messages about risks as given to them by the experts.”12 In the early 1990s, Wynne
analyzed English sheep farmers’ responses to scientists’ warnings about radioactive fallout from
the Chernobyl nuclear disaster. Wynne suggested that public skepticism of science was informed
by the interactions of scientists and scientific knowledge with local experts, such as the sheep
farmers, and their situation-specific knowledge, experiences, and concerns. According to Wynne,
the “social relationships, networks, and identities” of the different individuals, institutions, and
types of knowledge may facilitate or impede the creation of relationships of trust and
credibility.13
Wynne’s focus on contextualizing public skepticism of science within the relationships
and interactions between individuals, institutions, and types of knowledge resonates with the
Actor-Network Theory (ANT). Introduced in the 1980s by scholars who included Michele
Callon, Bruno Latour, and John Law, the ANT focuses on describing the interactions of diverse
actors (human and nonhuman elements) within a network.14 The network itself is composed
solely of the relationships between the actors. All actors within a network, including non-human
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ones, are treated equally15 and each actor may also be its own hidden network of other actors.
Latour calls these hidden networks of actors “black boxes.”16 Actors may appear in many forms.
For example, actors may be institutions, such as laboratories, companies, and governments. They
may also be individuals, such as scientists, non-scientists, policy makers, journalists, and
activists. And they may be objects, such as new technologies, scientific tools, graphics, and
platforms of communication. All of these possible actors interact with one another in the highly
complex network of science.

The Public Engagement Approach to Science Communication
In 2000, a report published by the United Kingdom’s House of Lords advised creating
new opportunities for public engagement with science. The report called for a “new mood for
dialogue.”17 These dialogues may take many forms, such as focus groups, consensus
conferences, and discussions with stakeholders. In keeping with the ANT, dialogues are intended
to allow each stakeholder, including the public, to have a recognized voice in the network of
science. Furthermore, the public engagement approach recognizes that the “public” is not a
single, homogenous group. Instead, the black box of the public is opened and many different
“publics,” each with their own “needs, interests, attitudes and levels of knowledge”18 emerge.
Given the variety of publics, Nisbet and Scheufele highlight the importance of considering
framing, communicating a message or a topic in a manner that is relevant to the knowledge and
experiences of the intended audience, as part of developing engaging and accessible dialogues
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about science and technology.19 In particular, they emphasize framing and presenting messages
in ways that engage currently unengaged publics.20
However, Wynne continues to criticize current public engagement practices for being
rooted in the deficit model-based goal of building public trust in science,21 instead of creating
opportunities for institutional science to reflect critically upon its own activities based on
interactions with different publics.22 Wynne also criticizes current public engagement practices
for focusing on addressing the public’s concerns about the impacts of science and technology
innovations. Instead, some scholars, including Wynne, argue for upstream engagement by
replacing reactive dialogues following scientific and technological developments with proactive
dialogues preceding development.23 These upstream dialogues would facilitate “constructive
negotiation of possible alternatives, multiple trajectories, and different technologies, including
different social ends.”24
Public engagement efforts surrounding nanotechnology illustrate both the complexity of
the network of actors surrounding this technology and the potential for misusing public
engagement as another form of the deficit model. In 2005, the local government in Grenoble,
France, a center for nanotechnology research and development, asked a group of social scientists
to help them establish a public debate about nanotechnology.25 But, these debates occurred after
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scientific institutions and companies for nanotechnology research were already established in
Grenoble. The local policymakers were not interested in creating a space for addressing the
concerns of local anti-development activists and discussing the benefits and risks of future
nanotechnology development for Grenoble. Instead, policymakers were interested in using public
engagement techniques, such as consensus conferences, to “contribute to the spread of a culture
of innovation and high-tech,”26 just as Wynne had predicted.
Involving non-experts in upstream engagement raises the question of whether nonexperts are capable of participating in these decisions. Wynne points out that this capability is
one of the assumptions of public engagement practices.27 As science and technology innovations
increasingly occur at conceptually unfamiliar magnitudes (sizes), they become too large or small
to be visible to the naked eye. This lack of direct experience poses a cognitive challenge for nonexperts involved in decision-making about these innovations. To address this challenge, nonexperts may find interacting with another actor, visual representations of scale, helpful for
understanding current and future science and technology phenomena.
In this thesis, I examine how the elements of one type of visual representation of scale,
concrete visualizations, may help or hinder non-experts’ understanding of unfamiliar
magnitudes. My research builds on practical guidelines published in 2013 by Chevalier,
Vuillermot, and Gali for communicating scale using concrete visualizations, visual
representations of objects and phenomena at unfamiliar magnitudes in terms of familiar objects
and experiences. Their practical guidelines are based on concrete visualization strategies
observed in a sample of graphics and reflected in cognitive mechanisms for conceptualizing
26
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scale. These cognitive mechanisms were revealed through scale cognition studies, such as
introspective interviews with students and experts. Developing practical guidelines for using
concrete visualizations informed by cognitive studies is in keeping with current interest in the
science of science communication. Colloquia at the National Academy of Sciences in
Washington D.C. in 2012 and 2013 focused on using social, behavioral, and decision sciences to
analyze current science communication practices. Collaborations between science
communication practitioners and scholars and social, behavioral, and decision scientists are
intended to develop more effective future science communication practices whose goal is “not
agreement, but fewer, better disagreements.”28

The Challenges of Understanding Unfamiliar Magnitudes
Humans’ understanding of the world depends on our perception of the world, which
relies on information from our different sensory systems, including our visual system. Therefore,
humans’ understanding of magnitudes, the dimensions of objects such as length or mass, is
constrained by our perceptual experience of those magnitudes. According to psychologist James
Gibson, our environment, “the surroundings of those organisms that perceive and behave”29 is
“limited to the intermediate terrestrial scale” in the millimeter to meter range.30 This intermediate
terrestrial scale is “actually a narrow band of sizes relative to the far extremes.”31 By “far
extremes,” Gibson is referring to the full range of sizes in the physical world, from atoms to
galaxies, most of which animals, such as humans, are incapable of perceiving.
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Using scale is one technique for making magnitudes comprehensible. For example, a
numerical scale, such as a linear or logarithmic scale, provides a “standard reference”32 that
“links the size of a phenomenon to conventionally defined numerical representations of size.”33
While magnitude refers to the dimensions of objects, scale allows the dimensions of an object to
be compared to the same dimensions of other objects.34 In this thesis, I refer to the scale of
objects that are part of humans’ perceived environment, the “thin ribbon of reality constrained by
the biological limits of our perceptual systems,”35 as the human scale. The dimensions of objects
outside this “thin ribbon of reality” are defined as belonging to other scales, such as the cosmic
scale (for objects that are too big for humans to perceive) and the micro scale (for objects that are
too small for humans to perceive).36 The micro scale may be broken down even further into the
nano, atomic, and subatomic scales as the measurable dimensions of objects become smaller and
smaller.

Visual Perception at the Human Scale
Humans rely on embodied cognition to accurately determine the magnitude of objects in
their environment. In embodied cognition, “cognitive processes are deeply rooted in the body’s
interactions with the world.”37 For example, in visual perception, studies have shown that
observers use the eye-height ratio38 to determine object size in immersive environments.39 When
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using the eye-height ratio, the observer determines the magnitude of an object as a ratio based on
the observer’s own eye height. To be successful, the observer must be immersed in the
environment – the observer and object must be on the same flat ground plane and the horizon
line must be at the observer’s eye height. Using eye-height scaling to determine the magnitude of
objects is most effective when the object is within a range of 0.2 – 2.5 times the observer’s eye
height.40
Eye-height scaling is evident in illusions, such as the Ames room. The Ames room is a
trapezoidal room with an inclined floor that appears to be a rectangular room on the same flat
ground plane as the viewer. Due to the illusion of a common flat ground plane with a horizon at
the viewers’ eye-height, a person moving in this room appears to change sizes as they walk up
the incline. Experiments simulating the Ames room have found that a subject will overestimate
the size of an object when the floor is covertly raised because the distance between the floor and
subjects’ eye height decreases, demonstrating the subject’s use of eye-height scaling.41
In non-immersive displays, such as graphics or images, eye-height scaling is not available
as a cue for the size of represented objects because it is unclear if the horizon line in the display
corresponds to the observer’s eye height.42 In these circumstances, observers may rely on the
familiarity of the object to determine its size. Haber and Levin found that “the estimation of the
size of a familiar object is determined primarily from the observer’s knowledge of its size
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acquired from prior experience with the object class and its tokens.”43 This “prior experience”
includes past visual encounters with an object in which eye-height scaling was used to determine
the object’s absolute magnitude. Therefore, the use of familiar size to determine the size of an
object in a non-immersive display is informed by embodied cognition.

Challenges of Understanding Extreme Magnitudes
The size of objects in the physical world that are outside of human scale cannot be
perceived using body-scaled visual perception. Therefore, understanding extreme magnitudes
poses a significant cognitive challenge. In a qualitative study of undergraduate students’
understanding of the nanoscale, Light et al. found that directly perceiving is a “critical
paradigmatic experience that appears to play a role in hindering the direct development of more
complex and sophisticated understanding.”44 They found that, due to direct experience with their
environment, students considered the human scale world to be “more “real” or “actual” than the
invisible micro scale world.”45
Using only absolute numerical values to communicate extreme magnitudes may not be
effective due to our perception of numbers. All humans have “number sense,” “fundamental
elementary abilities or intuitions about numbers.”46 Studies by Stanislas Dehaene have shown
that Western number sense is informed by a mental representation of numbers called a mental
number line.47 48 To determine the approximate quantity represented by a numerical value, the
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value is converted into an analogue magnitude and placed on the mental number line.49 In 2003,
Nieder and Miller confirmed that the mental number line obeys the Weber-Fechner law, which
states that the threshold for perceiving a sensation is logarithmically proportional to the intensity
of the stimulus.50 For example, on the mental number line, the difference between analogue
magnitudes representing large numbers must be significantly greater than the difference between
analogue magnitudes representing small numbers for humans to notice the difference (also
known as the size effect).51 Western children develop a linear scale for small numbers and a
logarithmic scale for larger numbers through formal education.52 Dehaene compares the mental
representation of numbers to a slide rule because it allows humans to efficiently manipulate large
numbers but is also less accurate for those numbers.53 The loss of accuracy for large numbers on
the logarithmic mental number line highlights the challenge of using absolute values to
communicate extreme magnitudes.
Recent research in scale cognition, how humans understand scale, has focused on
revealing the cognitive frameworks (mental models) developed by K-12 and undergraduate
students for understanding magnitudes at the human scale and beyond.54 Interest in students’
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scale cognition stems, in part, from national science education initiatives that emphasize scale as
a fundamental concept in science education.55 For comparison, scale cognition studies also
examine experts’ understanding of scale. Introspective interviews with experts reveal that experts
develop strategies to help them overcome the cognitive challenges of comprehending extreme
magnitudes. These strategies, also called “scaling strategies,”56 include using anchor points, size
references such as familiar objects, to help determine the size of unfamiliar objects.57 Experts
also practice unitizing - redefining a set of objects as a new unit and manipulating that unit58 - to
help them better understand the scale at which they are working.59
Since non-experts do not have the opportunity to work extensively at unfamiliar scales,
they do not develop and refine the same scaling strategies. But, experts and non-experts are not
intrinsically cognitively different. In his analysis of navigation activities aboard a ship, Hutchins
writes, “indeed, the cognitive abilities that navigation practitioners employ in their use of the
forms and inscriptions are very mundane - abilities that are found in a thousand other task
settings.”60 Hutchins emphasizes that completing complex tasks does not require superior
cognitive abilities. Therefore, providing non-experts with scaling strategies in a manner that is
appropriate for their experiences may help non-experts accurately comprehend the scale of
unfamiliar magnitudes. In this thesis, I examine several scaling strategies employed by concrete
visualizations in popular science publications to communicate unfamiliar magnitudes to nonexperts.
55
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Concrete Visualizations for Understanding Scale
Given the cognitive challenges for understanding extreme magnitudes, one approach to
communicating the scale of extreme magnitudes to non-experts is the use of concrete
visualizations. Adam Nieman, Creative Director at Carbon Visuals Ltd, defines “concrete
visualization” as “visualization that eschews abstraction and instead communicates a sense of
physical scale.”61 Instead of presenting data in tables and charts, concrete visualizations use
physical, familiar objects to help audiences engage with the data.62 While the use of concrete
visualizations does not replace traditional data visualization techniques, Nieman believes that
this approach can help engage audiences that are not already “numerically engaged” with
extreme magnitudes by providing them with a visual experience of the magnitude.63 Nieman also
suggests that concrete visualizations provide viewers with a kinesthetic (physical activity-based)
experience of the unfamiliar magnitude. There is insufficient evidence to establish an explicit
kinesthetic component of concrete visualizations, but the kinesthetic aspect is consistent with the
body-scaled understanding of size.

Visualizations as Cognitive Tools
Humans rely on external visualizations to navigate the world. According to Colin Ware,
the term “visualization” “used to be mental images that people formed while they thought. Now,
the term more often means a graphical representation of some data or concepts.”64 External
visualizations, as described above by Ware, improve humans’ ability to solve problems and
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complete tasks65 by representing abstract concepts spatially and concretely.66 In these concrete
spatial representations, visualizations preserve conceptual relations and “allow inference and
leaps of imagination based on proximity, direction, distance, similarity.”67 Once a visual
representation of a concept is created, the audience may understand the concept based on their
own experiences because “people have extensive experience solving spatial problems in the
course of moving about in the world, an activity nearly impossible to avoid.”68
In addition to representing abstract concepts, visualizations may be tailored to
communicate a specific message to an intended audience. As Nisbet and Scheufele note, “it is a
mistake to believe that there can be ‘unframed’ information.”69 Framing occurs even when the
goal of a visual representation is to be objective. For example, in an “objective” visualization of
the scale of nano-sized objects that starts with a child and zooms in to objects at progressively
smaller scales, including the nanoscale, Beumer notes that including both a virus and anti-bodies
as representations of the nanoscale sends a positive message about nano-sized objects. In
contrast, depicting the virus alone would send a negative message about the implications of
nano-sized objects for human health.70
Visualizations may also contain elements that (intentionally or unintentionally) define the
intended audience for the visualization. For example, Nieman depicts a comparison between a
sphere representing the Earth and a sphere representing the total amount of water on Earth to
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engage the audience with the magnitude of 1.4087 billion cubic kilometers of water on Earth.71
To make this visualization appeal to an international audience, Nieman provides three views of
the comparison, each with the sphere of water overlaid on a different location of the Earth (such
as Europe, North America, and Asia).72 In my analysis of visual representations of scale from
The New York Times and the National Geographic Magazine, I examine how the familiarity of
graphical elements has the potential to define the intended audience for a visual representation of
scale.

Abstract Vs. Concrete Visualizations
Graphs are a common approach for representing abstract concepts in a concrete manner.73
The graphical work of 18th century Scottish engineer and writer William Playfair marked a
turning point in the use of graphical representations for numerical data. Playfair popularized
quantitative graphics, such as the line graph, as an alternative to unwieldy tables of numbers. He
invented the pie chart and several other graphing methods that allow viewers to compare
different areas.74 Over the course of his career, Playfair’s approach evolved to include abstract
representations of data. In The Visual Display of Information, statistician and information
visualizer Edward Tufte quotes an excerpt from Playfair’s 1786 The Commercial and Political
Atlas, in which Playfair describes his representation of the cost of the Navy over time as a “small
scale” representation of rows of actual guineas paid for every year.75 According to Tufte,
“Playfair broke free of analogies to the physical world and drew graphics as designs-in-
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themselves” in his 1801 The Statistical Breviary.76 Playfair is also noteworthy for his insight into
the importance of graphical representations, including their ability to serve as a visual aid for
understanding complex information in manner that was both accessible and aesthetically
appealing.77 Many of Playfair’s successors built on these insights, including Edward Tufte.
Among his many accomplishments in the field of information visualization, Edward
Tufte is particularly renowned for his development and formalization of key concepts for
effective graphic design. Tufte’s “Principles of Graphical Excellence” described in The Visual
Display of Quantitative Information include, “Graphic excellence is that which gives to the
viewer the greatest number of ideas in the shortest time with the least ink in the smallest
space.”78 Tufte emphasizes the importance of creating graphics focused on the data and
uncluttered by meaningless, distracting graphical elements, which he terms “chartjunk.”79 But,
recent research suggests that the validity of Tufte’s principles may need to be experimentally
examined. For example, Bateman et al. compared the interpretation accuracy and long-term
recall of “minimalist” and “embellished” charts. They found that interpretation accuracy was the
same for both types of charts and participants remembered the embellished charts better.
Bateman et al. write, “although we are cautious about proposing specific design
recommendations, it seems clear that there is more to be learned about the effects of different
types of visual embellishment in charts.”80 Furthermore, Tufte’s abstract, information rich
graphics81 may not always be appropriate for all data-visualization situations.
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While graphs are a common visualization technique for communicating abstract
quantities, they may not always be appropriate for unprepared audiences. Adam Nieman argues
that graphs abstract the data from the physical world and are intended for audiences that are
prepared and willing to engage with the data.82 To help unengaged audiences relate to quantities,
Nieman’s concrete visualizations provide an explicit relationship between the unfamiliar
dimensions of objects and the dimensions of objects in the familiar, physical world, thereby
making the scale of the unfamiliar objects accessible.83

Formalizing Concrete Visualizations: Concrete Scale
In 2013, Chevalier, Vuillermot, and Gali developed a framework for employing and
analyzing concrete scale, namely, concrete visualizations representing the scale of objects and
phenomena with unfamiliar magnitudes.84 They deconstructed 300 images that contained
examples of concrete scale and identified several strategies employed by designers for depicting
concrete scale, including anchors, unitization, and analogies. They found that these strategies
correspond to many of the scaling strategies employed by experts to overcome the cognitive
challenges of understanding extreme magnitudes, such as anchor points and unitizing.85 In
addition, Chevalier, Vuillermot, and Gali found that zooming inwards and outwards was a
commonly used technique for communicating extreme magnitudes. Chevalier, Vuillermot, and
Gali completed their study by developing a set of “practical guidelines” for designers interested
in communicating scale using concrete visualization strategies. These guidelines represent the
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current practices in the field, but to my knowledge, the effectiveness of these practices has not
been experimentally confirmed.

Examining Concrete Visualizations in Science Communication
In this thesis, I critically examine how two internationally renowned science publications
for general audiences, The New York Times and the National Geographic Magazine, employ
concrete visualizations. In particular, I examine how the choice of graphical elements of concrete
visualizations may alienate or appeal to the audience. Through my examination, I hope to
demonstrate the importance of intentionally choosing graphical elements for concrete
visualizations, particularly when the graphical elements are intended to be familiar to a specific
audience. This intentionality is key for creating concrete visualizations intended to help nonexperts effectively participate in dialogues and debates about scientific and technological
phenomena.
In particular, I examine the graphical elements of two strategies for concrete
visualizations identified by Chevalier, Vuillermot, and Gali: anchors and zooming. The first
strategy, anchors, was identified as the most common strategy in the images deconstructed by
Chevalier, Vuillermot, and Gali. Chevalier, Vuillermot, and Gali define anchors as a type of
measure relation in which objects are directly compared based on “the magnitudes of shared
property between objects.” 86 In this measure relation, anchors are “tangible references” that
serve as “anchor points from which observers can make estimations through adjustment on a
relative scale.”87 In this thesis, I define explicit measure relations as representations of both the
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anchor and the unfamiliar object on the page. Implicit measure relations are representations of
the unfamiliar object at actual size on the page with the human body of the viewer as the implied
anchor.
Chevalier, Vuillermot, and Gali identified the second strategy, zooming, as a common
strategy for communicating extreme magnitudes at the micro and cosmic scales.88 Zooming is an
example of a “focus+context” visualization technique. Focus+context visualizations include an
overview image, the context, and a detailed representation of the key object, the focus. Card,
Mackinlay, and Shneiderman describe the basic tenets of focus+context visualizations as the
following:
“First, the user needs both overview (context) and detail information (focus)
simultaneously. Second, information needed in the overview may be different from that
needed in detail. Third, these two types of information can be combined within a single
(dynamic) display, much as in human vision.”89
The focus and the context may be represented in several different “composite visualization
views.”90 This design approach for representing multiple visualizations in a single representation
includes the nested view (“nesting the contents of one visualization inside another
visualization”).91 Baldonado, Woodruff, and Kuchinsky provide additional directions for
representing multiple visualizations in a single representation. In particular, they note the
importance of using perceptual cues, such as visual marks, to highlight the relationship between
the multiple visualizations.92
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Methodology
In this thesis, I examine the use of anchors and zooming as strategies for representing
concrete scale in science-related graphics printed in The New York Times and the National
Geographic Magazine from 1998-2013.93 The graphics examined included both gray-scale and
color static images with text often integrated into the image. The graphics were treated as a selfcontained medium for communication and were examined independently of their accompanying
articles. Graphics containing representations of anchors and zooming were selected from a
sample of printed graphics tagged as “science” in the graphics archive at The New York Times’
office. It is important to note that these graphics do not represent a complete collection of The
New York Times’ printed science graphics. The graphics examined from the National
Geographic Magazine were selected from the subscription-based archive of complete monthly
issues published since 1888.
The sample graphics were examined for two strategies of representing concrete scale,
anchors and zooming. Since some graphics contained multiple examples of anchors or zooming
and some graphics employed both strategies, the use of each strategy was counted by instance of
occurrence. Based on the definition by Chevalier, Vuillermot, and Gali, instances of anchors
were defined by the representation of a direct comparison along a single dimension between a
familiar object and an unfamiliar object. If the exact same relationship between the anchor and
the unfamiliar object was represented multiple times in the same image, then those
representations were counted as one instance. But, if any change occurred in the relationship, for
example a change in length of one of the objects, it was counted as a new instance of an anchor.
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Identified instances of anchors were categorized by whether they depicted an explicit measure
relation or an implicit measure relation. Instances of explicit measure relations were sorted by
anchor employed to determine the diversity of anchors represented as “familiar” objects and the
frequency with which certain anchors appeared.
In the sample graphics, instances of zooming were identified by the use of focus+context
visualizations containing objects at different magnifications in the same view. Zooming
represents both relative and absolute scale because it provides the overview image at absolute
scale as well as a comparison between views at different scales.94 In a preliminary study of
museum visitors’ visual representations of smallness, Ma describes zooming as a containment
relationship because it highlights that the larger object contains the smaller object.95 Ma sorted
the objects represented in visitors’ representations of zooming by scale category, focusing on the
scale of the largest and smallest objects represented. The scale categories used were human,
micro, nano, atomic, and subatomic, similar to the scales discussed earlier.
In this thesis, instances of zooming were sorted based on Ma’s methodology, except that
cosmic scale was added as a category for magnitudes larger than the human scale. The object in
the context view for each instance of zooming was also identified and the instances were sorted
based on whether the objects in the smallest scale were part of a process. Lastly, the instances of
zooming were examined for the use of nested views and perceptual cues by sorting the images
into two categories: nested transitions, in which perceptual cues indicate that the focus is
contained within the context, and smooth transitions, in which the change in view (and often
scale) occurs seamlessly, without any perceptual cues.
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Analysis of Anchors
The sample of graphics from The New York Times and the National Geographic
Magazine include instances of explicit measure relations and implicit measure relations. Implicit
measure relations appeared primarily in representations of unfamiliar objects at actual size.
Explicit measure relations were used to communicating the magnitude of unfamiliar objects at
both the human scale and extreme scales.
The analysis of the familiarity of anchors in explicit measure relations revealed that
anchors used at the human scale were more familiar than anchors used at the extreme scale. This
finding suggests that concrete visualizations for objects at extreme scales may benefit from a
continuum of anchors, as recommended by Chevalier, Vuillermot, and Gali.96 According to
Chevalier, Vuillermot, and Gali, a continuum allows the audience to incorporate the relative size
relationship between the intended anchor and the unfamiliar object into their understanding of
absolute magnitudes.

Actual Size of Unfamiliar Objects in Implicit Measure Relations
In the sample of graphics from The New York Times and the National Geographic
Magazine, the actual size of both familiar and unfamiliar objects was represented (see Tables 1
and 7 in Appendix A). In both publications, actual size was used to communicate the size of
small human scale objects, such as ants,97 snowflake crystals,98 the artery of the human heart,99
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and particles in the ejected particle trail of a comet (see Figure 1). The small size of the
represented objects is expected, given the limitations of the printed page. The use of actual scale
for small human scale objects by The New York Times and the National Geographic Magazine
is appropriate because body-scaled visual perception, which informs familiar size, becomes less
accurate for objects smaller than 0.2 times the observer’s eye height.

Figure 1: The actual size of particles in the trail of a comet.
Reproduced with permission from Steve Duenes, The New York Times.
Frank O’Connell, “From a Shower to a Storm,” The New York Times, 1998.

Actual Size as an Anchor in Explicit Measure Relations
In explicit measure relations, both the familiar anchor and the unfamiliar object are
represented. It is interesting to note that the graphics in the sample rarely used actual size as an
anchor, even though using an actual size anchor eliminates the need for the observer to determine
the size of the anchor based on familiar size. Ma suggests that actual size anchors may be
particularly appropriate for communicating the scale of invisible magnitudes. Ma found that
museum visitors attempted to communicate smallness in relation to the actual size of a barely
visible representation, such as a dot. Based on this observation, Ma suggested that “this points to
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a potentially powerful way of helping visitors understand small: depict the actual size of human
scale objects that are barely visible with the naked eye; this object can then become the anchor,
or size reference, for much smaller objects in the invisible world.”100 Tretter et al. found that
students and experts’ demonstrate a sharp decline in accuracy of scale conception for objects that
are too small to see. They suggest that this inaccuracy is compounded by representations of
microscopic objects at a macroscopic level.101 Using the actual size of a dot as an anchor for
microscopic objects may help address this inaccuracy.

Familiarity of Anchors in Explicit Measure Relations
In explicit measure relations, viewers rely on using a familiar object to determine the size
of an unfamiliar object. Therefore viewers’ ability to recognize and determine the size of the
familiar object is a critical aspect of anchors. In their study, Chevalier, Vuillermot, and Gali note,
“the target audience and cultural differences should also be kept in mind when choosing
anchors,”102 particularly when the target audience is a broad audience. As a step for future
research, they recommend examining “what defines familiarity” and its implications for absolute
scale.103
Understanding the role of familiarity in concrete visualizations is particularly important
for effectively employing concrete visualizations in media intended to help non-experts
understand the scale of scientific and technological phenomena debated and discussed in forums
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for public engagement with science. Haber and Levin propose the following criteria for
familiarity:104
•

Recognizability: The ability of the observer to recognize the object on display given the
viewing conditions.

•

Prior experience: “The observer must have retained in memory prior experience about
the properties of the category or class of object.”105

•

Knowledge of prototypic size: The observer must know the average size of the object.

•

Knowledge of token variation: The observer must know if objects like the object on
display vary in size and the extent of the variation.
This section examines the familiarity of different anchors employed by The New York

Times and the National Geographic Magazine in light of the above criteria. In this analysis,
knowledge of prototypic size and token variation criteria are examined together.

Familiarity of Anchors at the Human Scale
Of the anchors represented in the examined sample of graphics, the human body was the
most commonly used anchor (see Tables 1 and 7 in Appendix A). The human body anchor was
used to communicate the magnitude of unfamiliar objects either similar in size or larger, but not
smaller, than the human body. This use of the human body resonates with findings in Ma’s study
of museum visitors’ understanding and representation of scale. Ma found that only one visitor
used the human body as an anchor to communicate the relative size of the smallest object,
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suggesting that the human body was too large to be an appropriate size reference for small
magnitudes.106
The use of the human body as an anchor is in keeping with recommendations by
Chevalier, Vuillermot, and Gali. In their framework, they write, “closest anchors to human size
will be the most comprehensive.”107 The frequent use of the human body as a common anchor is
also in keeping with Tretter et al.’s classification of the human body as a “universal referent.” In
a study of students and experts’ cognitive frameworks for conceptualizing scale, Tretter et al.
found that the “the size of a person was shown to be the most clear and consistent reference point
for all participants, establishing this landmark as a universal referent.”108
While the human body may be a significant size landmark for grounding humans’
understanding of scale, the ways in which The New York Times and the National Geographic
Magazine represent the human body also reveal some of the challenges of visually representing
the human body as a “universal referent” that is familiar to a wide audience.
Recognizability
In the sample graphics from both publications, the human body often appears as a
silhouette (see Figure 2). This choice of representation is in keeping with Nieman’s description
of concrete visualizations. According to Nieman, the familiar physical objects employed in
concrete visualizations are idealized representations because they do not refer to specific
objects.109 Therefore, a silhouette avoids including specific characteristics of the human body
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that may alienate or appeal to a particular audience. But, Kato and Higshiyama found that the
correlation between the actual height of a person and an observer’s estimation of height based on
a photograph of the person was lower when the representation of the person was limited to a
silhouette.110 This finding suggests that the silhouette of the human body may actually detract
from its recognizability and impair the viewer’s ability to use familiar size to determine the size
of the anchor.

Figure 2: The human body anchor as a male silhouette.
Reproduced with permission from Steve Duenes, The New York Times.
“A Long Journey, With a Nap,” The New York Times, February 24, 2004.

The study by Kato and Higshiyama also revealed that the familiarity of the human body
anchor depends on the gender of the anchor. In particular, Kato and Higshiyama found that
observers were less accurate for estimating the height of the silhouette of a woman than the
height for the silhouette of a man. Therefore, “male targets confer a stronger metric of visual
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space than do female targets.”111 They suggest that this result may be due to the stereotype that
men are taller than women, which has been observed in other studies of observers’ height
estimations of people in photographs.112 Since the human body anchors employed by The New
York Times and the National Geographic Magazine are silhouettes, their depiction as male
bodies appears to be appropriate in light of Kato and Higshiyama’s findings.
Prior Experience
In Metaphors We Live By, George Lakoff and Mark Johnson describe the importance of
body-based experiences for the ways humans understand their environment. Lakoff and Johnson
write, “our experiences with physical objects (especially our own bodies) provide a basis for an
extraordinary wide variety of ontological metaphors, that is, ways of viewing events, activities,
emotions, ideas, etc., as entities and substances.”113 For example, as discussed earlier, our
perception of the size of objects in our environment is based on our eye height. In addition to
each individual’s experience within their own body, humans have experience visually perceiving
the size of other humans in their environment. Therefore, the human body anchor is a familiar
object based on extensive prior experience. The New York Times and the National Geographic
Magazine’s use of the human body as an anchor may be appropriate for concrete visualizations
intended for a wide audience because it relies on an experience that most people share. The
human body may also be an appropriate anchor for non-experts because it does not rely on any
additional interactions with tools.
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Prototypic Size and Token Size Variability
The size of the human body is highly variable and prototypic human height varies around
the world. Therefore, the use of the human body as an anchor for absolute scale may not be
reliable, as noted by Chevalier, Vuillermot, and Gali.114 If the use of concrete scale by The New
York Times and the National Geographic Magazine is intended to communicate relative scale,
then the human body is an appropriate anchor for a wide audience. But, if science
communicators intend to use the human body as an anchor for more exact comparisons, it may
be necessary to gain a deeper understanding of how humans’ perception of the dimensions of the
human body varies.

Familiarity of Anchors at Extreme Scales
The sample of graphics examined from The New York Times and the National
Geographic Magazine employed a variety of anchors for unfamiliar objects at extreme scales
(see Tables 1 and 7 in Appendix A). These anchors include internationally recognized man-made
structures (see Figure 3 ) and the size of Earth (see Figure 4). The effectiveness of these objects
as anchors may need to be further explored because their use implies that the audience has a
correct understanding of the magnitude of the anchors themselves.
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Figure 3: The Empire State Building as an anchor.
Reproduced with permission from Steve Duenes, The New York Times.
“The Farther the Better,” The New York Times, 2004.
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Figure 4: The Earth as an anchor.
Reproduced with permission from Steve Duenes, The New York Times.
Bill Marsh, “Arriving for a Four-Year Visit,” The New York Times, July 1, 2004.

Familiarity of Planetary Anchors
Sample graphics from both The New York Times and the National Geographic Magazine
use the size of the Earth as an anchor for understanding magnitudes at the cosmic scale, such as
the size of Mercury. Initially, the Earth may appear to be universally familiar because we inhabit
it and have seen visual representations of it. But, by Haber and Levin’s criteria, humans must
have prior experience of the properties of the Earth. It is not possible for humans to use bodyscaled visual perception to determine the size of the Earth. Therefore, it is unclear if using the
Earth as an anchor for the size of another planet (see Figure 4) creates an effective concrete
visualization.
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Familiarity of Man-Made Structures as Anchors
A similar issue arises when using internationally recognized structures, such as the
Empire Statue Building, the Eiffel Tower, and the Statue of Liberty, as anchors. For example, in
the graphics from The New York Times and the National Geographic Magazine, the height of
the Empire State Building acts as an anchor for a variety of similar-sized or larger man-made and
natural structures, such as the diameter of an asteroid (see Figure 3 ) and the length of an aircraft
carrier.115 But, as in the case of the size of the Earth, the actual size of the Empire State Building
(approximately 1,600 feet) is difficult to experience using body-scaled visual perception.
Additionally, as noted earlier, body-scaled visual perception becomes less accurate for objects
taller than 2.5 times the observer’s eye height. Therefore, while many observers may have prior
experience with visual representations of internationally recognized man-made structures, few
individuals have a body-scaled experience of these structures.

Employing a Continuum of Anchors
When using anchors for objects at extreme magnitudes, Chevalier, Vuillermot, and Gali
recommend creating a continuum of anchors ranging from the human-size to the size of the
intended anchor. This continuum allows the audience to incorporate the relative size relationship
between the intended anchor and the unfamiliar object into their understanding of absolute
scale.116 For example, the graphic with the aircraft carrier is one of the few graphics in the
sample to include a second anchor – the length of one football field (300 ft.). The length of a
football field, while still larger than the familiar human body, may be more familiar than the
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height of the Empire State Building. Without employing multiple anchors to help the non-expert
audience transition from the human size to the unfamiliar size of the intended anchor, the
representation is only accessible to those who are already familiar with large magnitudes, such as
experts.
At the same time, as Chevalier Vuillermot, and Gali note, it is important to consider the
intended audience and their experiences when creating a continuum of anchors. The addition of
the football field to the visualization with the Empire State Building emphasizes that the
familiarity of both anchors relies on the experiences of a Western audience. If a Western
audience is the target audience for the visualization, then the football field and Empire State
Building are both appropriate anchors. But, if the visualizations are intended to reach a wider
audience, then it is important to consider how the anchors included in the continuum may engage
or alienate certain audiences based on their experiences.
Based on the sample graphics, human-sized anchors, such as the human body, are already
being used by The New York Times and the National Geographic Magazine to communicate the
magnitude of unfamiliar objects at human scale. Therefore, these publications may consider
incorporating these anchors into their representations of extreme scales to create more effective
concrete visualizations. One of the biggest challenges to this expanded representation is the
limitations of the printed page which may not allow designers to represent all the transitions in
scale that occur between the size of a human body and the size of the Earth, for example. But, as
the representation of the football field in addition to the Empire State Building demonstrates, it
may be possible to include at least one or two additional, more familiar anchors. Science
communicators should strive to balance their choice of anchors with the experiences of their
intended audiences and the limitations of their medium.
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Analysis of Zooming
The instances of zooming in the sample of graphics examined from The New York Times
and the National Geographic Magazine fit the definition by Card, Mackinlay, and Shneiderman
of focus+context visualizations. In many instances, zooming occurred from an object or scene at
the human scale to a part of the object or scene that was still visible at the human scale (see
Tables 6 and 12 in Appendix A, see Figure 5). In other instances, representations included
zooming across several scales (see Tables 5 and 11 in Appendix A, see Figure 6). As with
anchors, the choice of context view for a zoom may determine whether the concrete visualization
alienates or appeals to the intended audience. In particular, the familiarity of the context view
may affect the effectiveness of the visual representation.
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Figure 5: Zooming within the macro scale.
Reproduced with permission from Steve Duenes, The New York Times.
David Constantine, “Debris Danger,” The New York Times, February 6, 2007.
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Figure 6: Zooming from the atomic to the subatomic scale.
Reproduced with permission from Steve Duenes, The New York Times.
“Blast from the Past,” The New York Times, 2004.

Familiarity of Context View in Zooming
The representations of zooming from the human to micro scale in the sample of graphics
from The New York Times often included a representation of the human body or a part of the
human body in the context view. For example, in a graphic about particles in the lungs, the lungs
were first drawn in the context of the human body, followed by a nested view of the bronchioles
and alveoli sacs, which are not visible to the naked eye (see Figure 7). In another instance, in a
graphic about stretching nerve cells to repair spinal cords, the full spine is represented, followed
by a magnified cross section of the spine revealing the spinal cord, followed by a representation
of a nerve cell (see Figure 8). As discussed earlier, the human body is familiar, based on the
criteria developed by Haber and Levin. Additionally, the use of the human body as an anchor for
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zooming to invisible scales resonates with Ma’s study, in which participants represented the
human body as the largest object in their zoom, establishing it as a “size reference.”117

Figure 7: Zooming with human body as a starting point. Figure 8: Zooming with human body as a starting point.
Reproduced with permission from Steve Duenes, The
Reproduced with permission from Steve Duenes, The
New York Times.
New York Times.
Bill Marsh, “Into the Lungs,” The New York Times, 2001. “A Simple Concept to Repair the Spinal Cord,” The New
York Times, April 17, 2001.

Despite the role of the human body as a size landmark for zooming, the human body
primarily appeared in representations of zooming from the human to micro scale in the graphics
from The New York Times. Zooming to scales smaller than the micro scale often started with a
micro scale object as a size referent. For example, in instances of micro-to-nanoscale zooming,
the largest object represented was a cell (see Figure 9). Using a cell as the context view for
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zooming may limit the audience for the visual representation. The size of a cell is not as familiar
to a wide audience as the size of the human body. Since the cell is not visible to the naked human
eye, humans do not have experience using body-scaled visual perception to determine its size.
Some individuals may use tools, such as microscopes, to access the size of a cell, but this
experience is limited to a specific audience, such as experts. Furthermore, as noted earlier,
humans’ conception of size is less accurate for objects that are too small to see.

Figure 9: Zooming without visual links from the micro to the nano scale.
Reproduced with permission from Steve Duenes, The New York Times.
“A Recipe for Genetic Analysis,” The New York Times, 1998.

Therefore, to create representations of zooming at invisible scales that appeal to a wide
audience, designers may want to consider including an object at the human scale as the context
view. For example, including the human body as a size referent for zooming and using
incremental, multi-step zooming (from human to micro to nano scale) may help address
inaccurate conceptions and make the magnitudes more accessible for a non-expert audience.
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Otherwise, the representation of a cell as the largest object in a zoom may target a narrow
audience that is already familiar with the invisible micro scale, such as experts.

Representing Scale in Zooming
The instances of zooming in the sample images consisted mainly of nested views,
indicating that the focus view is contained within the context view. This finding corresponds to
the findings in the work of Chevalier, Vuillermot, and Gali.118 The nested views were often
connected using explicit visual links, as recommended by Baldonado, Woodruff, and Kuchinsky
(See Tables 3 and 9 in Appendix A). For example, some instances of zooming included arrows
or v-shaped lines connecting the focus view to its location within the context view.
Despite using visual links to indicate changes in scale, the actual changes in scale were
rarely explicitly denoted. For example, in zooming from the body of a mouse to its heart
connective cell, there is no indication that the mouse is 1,000 times larger than the cell (see
Figure 10). It is unclear to the audience that the context of the visualization, the mouse, is at the
human scale, while the focus, the cell, is at the micro scale. The sample graphics reveal that
visual links may not be sufficient to communicate the degree of the zoom and the difference in
scale between the context view and the focus view. Instead, the visual links only represent an
ordinal scale in which the order of the changes in scale is preserved, but the difference between
the scales is not provided. On this ordinal scale, the magnitude represented in one focus can only
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Chevalier, Vuillermot, and Gali, “Using Concrete Scales: A Practical Framework for Effective Visual Depiction
of Complex Measures,” 2430.
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be understood to be smaller than the magnitude in the focus before it and larger than the
magnitudes in the focus after it.119

Figure 10: Zooming from the macro to the micro scale.
Reproduced with permission from Steve Duenes, The New York Times.
“Accelerated Discovery,” The New York Times, November 8, 2010.

To effectively communicate scale through zooming, science communicators may need to
consider ways for indicating the change of scale between foci. Chevalier, Vuillermot, and Gali
note, “it is equally significant to provide tools for contextualizing such measures on an absolute
scale.”120 One solution to aid observers in understanding the absolute size of different
magnitudes is to employ a standard change in scale, such as an order of magnitude, for each
focus in a series of foci. For example, a zoom from the human body (measured in meters) to an
average human cell (measured in micrometers) would include two additional foci – one at the
centimeter size and one at the millimeter size. This approach to zooming may be difficult to
represent on the printed page because of space limitations. Nevertheless, it is important for
science communicators to develop techniques for communicating changes in scale as part of
119
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zooming, particularly since, as Chevalier, Vuillermot, and Gali found, zooming appears to be a
common approach for representing extreme magnitudes.
The New York Times graphics included several instances in which zooming was
represented not as a series of foci, but as a smooth transition within the same view. For example,
a snaking line coming out of the nucleus in the center of a cell smoothly transitioned into a
double helix, then into a magnified view of two strands, and eventually into two small segments
of DNA (see Figure 9). The use of smooth transitions in these instances echoes continuous
zooming techniques employed in animations of scale such as Powers of Ten, a renowned 1977
short film that uses continuous zooming to transport the viewer from the human scale to the
cosmic scale and subatomic scale. But, the benefits of using continuous animations for
comprehension as opposed to static graphics are not clear. Tversky, Morrison, and Betrancourt
suggest that static graphics may be just as effective as animations at communicating processes.121
The representations of zooming as a smooth transition do not delineate changes in scale.
Like the perceptual cues recommended by Baldonado, Woodruff, and Kuchinsky, Tversky,
Morrison, and Betrancourt recommend including “devices to direct attention to the critical
changes and relations” as part of animations.122 Powers of Ten incorporates a device similar to
the one recommended by Tversky, Morrison, and Betrancourt. This film zooms in and out based
on a standard change in scale – a power of ten. When the area contained in the field of view
reaches a new order of magnitude, a box appears that acts as a size reference as the animation
continues to zoom further in or out.

121
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While the benefits and challenges of representing zooming using a smooth transition may
be an area for further research, the recommendations by Baldonado, Woodruff, and Kuchinsky,
Tversky, Morrison, and Betrancourt, and the use of cues in Powers of Ten all suggest that these
smooth transitions may still need to include cues to effectively communicate changes in scale.

Zooming to Contextualize a Process
In the sample graphics from The New York Times and the National Geographic
Magazine, the smallest represented scale often featured objects in a process (see Tables 4 and 10
in Appendix A). For example, zooming from the body of a dragonfly to a cross-section of a
muscle fiber reveals both the holes the allow oxygen to enter the body and the actual flow of
oxygen.123 In another instance, zooming from the spine to the spinal cord to the neuron provides
the context for a new process for stretching neurons (see Figure 8). These instances of zooming
contextualize the unfamiliar process and suggest that comprehending the scale at which a process
occurs may be one means of making the process itself less unfamiliar. This use of zooming is
particularly relevant for communicating scientific and technological research at scales where
processes that occur at the human scale are different. For example, the behavior of matter at the
atomic level is governed by quantum mechanics, instead of the classical mechanics governing
the familiar world. Without zooming, the representation of the process would only appeal to a
narrow, expert audience.

123
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Implications for Further Research
The use of concrete visualizations for science communication provides a variety of
opportunities for further research. In keeping with recent efforts to understand the science of
science communication, concrete visualizations may be examined experimentally to determine if
they effectively communicate scale to diverse audiences.
In particular, my analysis suggests that it may be interesting to experimentally evaluate
the extent to which the familiarity of anchors and context views affects the viewer’s ability to
comprehend the unfamiliar magnitude of an object or the scale at which at an unfamiliar process
occurs. It may also be necessary to examine if the use of a continuum of familiar anchors is
actually more effective than a single anchor for communicating extreme magnitudes, as
recommended by Chevalier, Vuillermot, and Gali. This research would contribute to developing
best practices for using concrete visualizations to communicate scale to audiences with different
experiences and levels of scientific expertise.
My analysis of zooming suggests that further research may be needed to develop
guidelines for communicating scale through zooming. I noted that zooming practices
implemented by The New York Times only provide an ordinal scale, instead of communicating
the absolute scale of different foci. One solution to aid observers in understanding the absolute
size of different invisible magnitudes is to employ a standard change in scale, such as an order of
magnitude, for each focus in a series of foci. I also found that further research is necessary to
determine if smooth or nested transitions are more effective for using zooming to communicating
the scale at which an unfamiliar process or view occurs.
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Future research may also explore how strategies for concrete visualizations differ in nonprint media. For example, actual size is an unreliable technique for representing both unfamiliar
objects in implicit measure relations and anchors in explicit relations in digital media. On a
digital display, the size of an actual size object may vary due to differences in resolution between
displays. Digital displays also allow the viewer to engage interactively with concrete
visualizations. The effectiveness of interactive concrete visualizations may need to be
experimentally evaluated as part of best practices.

Conclusion
Science communication is undergoing a shift from the deficit model to a public
engagement approach focused on creating opportunities for dialogues between scientific experts
and non-experts. Critics of current public engagement efforts argue that these efforts focus solely
on the implications of decisions about scientific and technological developments and are
intended to build public trust in science. Since an increasing number of scientific and
technological phenomena are too small or too large for humans to directly perceive,
understanding the scale of these phenomena is critical for being able to debate their pursuit.
Concrete visualization, a recently formalized technique for visually communicating scale, uses
familiar physical objects to aid non-experts with understanding of objects and processes with
unfamiliar magnitudes.
In my thesis, I critically examined the graphical elements employed in anchors and
zooming, two strategies for concrete visualizations, in The New York Times and the National
Geographic. In my analysis of implicit and explicit measure relations, I found that actual size
was primarily used for implicit measure relations, and was rarely used in explicit relations to
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communicate the scale of objects that were too small to see. In my analysis of anchors for
unfamiliar objects at the human scale, I found that both publications employed anchors that
followed Haber and Levin’s guidelines for familiarity, such as the human body. These
publications also often employed the human body as the context view for macro to micro scale
zooming. The common use of the human body as an anchor and context view suggest that both
publications are aware of the importance of using anchors that are familiar to a wide audience.
However, the publications’ choices of anchors and context views for communicating
extreme magnitudes demonstrate some of the challenges of visually representing scale using
familiar objects. The sample graphics rarely included a continuum of anchors linking the
accessible and familiar human size with the size of the intended anchor for an extreme
magnitude, such as the Earth or the Empire State Building. Without this continuum, only
individuals already familiar with extreme magnitudes may be able to integrate the relationship
between the intended anchor and the extreme magnitude into their mental model of scale. The
use of anchors for extreme magnitudes also highlighted the challenges of choosing appropriate
anchors that resonate with the intended audiences’ knowledge and experiences. The choice of
context views in instances of zooming also reveal that concrete visualizations may target
audiences that may already be familiar, to some extent, with magnitudes larger or smaller than
the human scale. For example, instances of zooming that started with an invisible, micro scale
object, such as a cell, as a size reference may alienate audiences who are not familiar with the
size of a cell.
The use of concrete visualizations for science communication provides a variety of
opportunities for further research. Concrete visualizations may be experimentally examined to
determine best practices for effectively communicating scale to different audiences. My analysis
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suggests that further research is necessary to improve the use of anchors and zooming to
communicate scale. Best practices may also be developed for using concrete visualizations with
digital media.
My critical examination of the use of concrete visualizations in two internationally
renowned popular science publications has demonstrated both the challenges and importance of
intentionally choosing graphical elements for communicating extreme magnitudes to diverse
audiences. In particular, future science communicators must carefully consider how to select
graphical elements such as anchors and context views based on the audience’s
experiences. Science communication efforts that do not provide the audience with appropriate
tools to participate in decisions about the future of scientific and technological progress may
reinforce the dominance of the interests of one actor, institutional science, over the network of
science. On the other hand, science communication techniques, such as concrete visualizations,
that carefully consider their intended audience, may help establish non-experts as recognized
actors in the network of science and encourage non-experts to more actively participate in
dialogues about scientific and technological progress.
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Appendix A: Data
Table 1: Anchor Types Represented in The New York Times
Explicit Measure Relation
Implicit Measure Relation
Anchor Type
Human Body
Man-Made Structure
Planetary
Other
Actual Size
# Anchors
11
4
8
6
8
Other: size of dragonflies, width of human hair, height of cruising altitude of commercial jets, height of ISS, height Mt. Everest (x2)
Man-Made Structures: height of Empire State Building, size of International Space Station
Planetary: size of Earth, size of Moon, diameter of Earth’s orbit, diameter of Pluto’s orbit, distance between Earth and Moon
Table 2: Context Views Represented in Zooming Across Different Scales in The New York Times
Largest Scale
Cosmic
Macro
Macro
Macro
Macro
Smallest Scale
Macro
Micro
Nano
Atomic
Subatomic
Human body or body part
Mars in Solar
(x9)
Horse
Lunar
Particle accelerator
System (x1)
Context View
Tree (x1)
(x1)
prospector
(x1)
Asteroid in Solar
Dragonfly (x1)
Wire (x1)
(x1)
Water bubble (x1)
System (x1)
Mouse (x1)
Table 3: Transitions Represented in Zooming in The New York Times
Smooth Transition
Explicit Cues for Transition
No Cues for Transition
N/A
6

Micro
Atomic

Atomic
Subatomic

Cell (x7)
Neuron (x1)
Blood Vessel
(x1)

Bacteria (x1)
Chromosome
(x1)

Nucleus (x1)
Deuterium
(x1)

Nested Transition
Explicit Cues for Transition
No Cues for Transition
46
4

Table 4: Views Represented in Zooming in The New York Times
Process
34
Table 5: Zooming Across Different Scales in The New York Times
Largest Scale
Cosmic
Macro
Macro
Smallest Scale
Macro
Micro
Nano
# Zooms
2
12
2
Total

Micro
Nano

Appearance
22
Macro
Atomic
1

Table 6: Zooming Within the Same Scale in The New York Times
Cosmic
Macro
Cosmic
Macro
# Zooms
1
19
Total

Macro
Subatomic
2
32
Micro
Micro
2
24

Micro
Nano
9

Micro
Atomic
2

Nano
Nano
1

Atomic
Subatomic
2

Atomic
Atomic
1
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Table 7: Anchor Types Represented in the National Geographic Magazine
Explicit Measure Relation
Implicit Measure Relation
Anchor Type
Human Body
Man-Made Structure
Planetary
Other
Actual Size
# Anchors
30
7
1
10
2
Other: size of Florida, size of Mississippi and Alabama combined, size of Volkswagen beetle, height of International Space Station orbit, size of Manhattan Island, airline’s
average cruising height, height of Mt. Everest, weight child, weight piano, length of football field
Man-Made Structures: height of Empire State Building, height of Eiffel Tower, height of Statue of Liberty
Planetary: diameter of Earth
Table 8: Context Views Represented in Zooming Across Different Scales in the National Geographic Magazine
Largest Scale
Cosmic
Cosmic
Cosmic
Macro
Smallest Scale
Macro
Micro
Subatomic
Micro
Stromatolite layer (x1)
Heart (x1)
Context View
Constellation (x1)
Sun (x1)
Sun (x1)
Mosquito (x1)
Ocean (x1)

Macro
Nano
Deep sea vent (x1)
Pond (x1)
Hot spring (x1)
Pigeon (x1)

Micro
Nano
Cell (x1)

Table 9: Transitions Represented in Zooming in the National Geographic Magazine
Smooth Transition
Nested Transition
Explicit Cues for Transition
No Cues for Transition
Explicit Cues for Transition
No Cues for Transition
N/A
4
32
1
Table 10: Views Represented in Zooming in the National Geographic Magazine
Process
14
Table 11: Zooming Across Different Scales in the National Geographic Magazine
Largest Scale
Cosmic
Cosmic
Cosmic
Macro
Smallest Scale
Macro
Micro
Subatomic
Micro
# Zooms
1
1
1
4
Total

Appearance
23
Macro
Nano
4

Micro
Nano
1

12

Table 12: Zooming Within the Same Scale in the National Geographic Magazine

# Zooms
Total

Macro
Macro
25
25
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Appendix B: Images Examined from The New York Times
“A CLOSER LOOK: The Moon’s Moisture.” The New York Times, March 6, 1998.
“A Long Journey, With a Nap.” The New York Times, February 24, 2004.
“A Recipe for Genetic Analysis.” The New York Times, 1998.
“A Second and Longer Look.” The New York Times, July 27, 2004.
“A Simple Concept to Repair the Spinal Cord.” The New York Times, April 17, 2001.
“A Strategy Against a Type of Leukemia.” The New York Times, May 8, 2001.
“Accelerated Discovery.” The New York Times, November 8, 2010.
“Blast from the Past.” The New York Times, 2004.
Constantine, David. “Debris Danger.” The New York Times, February 6, 2007.
Constantine, David, and Mika Grondahl. “Cameras for Capturing the Primordial Fire.” The New
York Times, 2007.
Constantine, David, and Frank O’Connell. “Sound and Fury.” The New York Times, February 26,
2007.
“Cooperating Synapses.” The New York Times, December 24, 2007.
Corum, Jonathan. “Modeling Ant Behavior.” The New York Times, November 12, 2007.
———. “The Challenger.” The New York Times, February 9, 2010.
“Destination Mars.” The New York Times, April 3, 2001.
“DNA Strand Splitting.” The New York Times, January 14, 1998.
Duenes, Steve. “The ‘Junk’ DNA That Isn’t Garbage.” The New York Times, 2001.
“Exon Skipping.” The New York Times, September 23, 2013.
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